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· MENU NOTE ·

Fish & Fusion 
Restaurant

Design Agency / YOD Dеsign Lab      

Designers / Vladimir Nepiyvoda, Dmitry Bonesko

Location / Poltava, Ukraine      

Area / 190 m2      

Photography / Andrey Avdeenko
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Fish & Fusion Plan

The idea of fish restaurant establishment in Poltava was demanded by restaurant market realities in 
this city. High class fish restaurants are practically absent in the region. Fish & Fusion became one of 
the leaders in the sector. In this respect we had a difficult task to create completely new, innovative 
image of a fish restaurant. 

We decided not to use banal perception of a nautical theme through sailor’s vests, anchors, blue and 
white colors, various marine utensils etc.

We tried to reproduce the marine theme through decoration materials, such as rusty metal, stone, old 
wood, greenery, colors and various decor elements.

The metal in the aqueous environment is resistant to corrosion (rusting) and this 
way becomes brighter and more interesting, like it is alive. This material was 
actively used by us in the decoration of walls and in the decorative items making.

The wood also changes its color and texture under the constant influence of 
atmospheric precipitation. One of the main hall walls is decorated by such old 
tree, which we collected in all the nearby villages. This tree was affected by all 
kinds of atmospheric precipitations for more than half a century. And that texture 
which the wood receives due to this influence indicates that this material is alive 
and real. And this is exactly what we wanted to obtain in all our projects: creation 

of authentic objects preserving harmonious communication links between a man 
and the environment.

The wall decorated by greenery creates an image of a vertical underwater rock 
covered by algae and it brings excitement to the surrounding space.

The stone, which was used in the decoration of the private hall, was for that 
purpose specially selected from the remnants of huge blocks, we selected 
segments with maximum torn effect to reflect the image of a rocky shore.
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From decorative elements we would like to highlight 
a non-trivial image of fish scale, which we realized 
as a decorative element from rusty metal on the 
main hall ceiling, in a felt tile in strange niches, and 
which was taken as a basis for specialty style of  
the restaurant.

A felt which was used in niches and chairs decoration, 
bright pillows, bio-fireplace bring notes of mildness 
and playfulness in this minimalistic interior.

Zoning: restaurant area is 190 m2. The premise is 
composed of several independent zones: shop-
cooking is smoothly flows into the bar, guest 
room, which can easily be separated into various 
guest areas depending on visitors wishes by light 
movable furniture. Such decorative technique as 
tissue screen, which visually completely separates 
one area of the main hall also contributes to this. 
A private room on a raised platform is located 
between the bar and guest room, and it may be 
transformed into a scene, if necessary. The entire 
area of a private room along with a waiting room 
and bathrooms is allocated into one common unit 
by rusty metal decoration.
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· MENU NOTE ·

Food & Forest Park 
Restaurant

Design Agency / YOD Dеsign Lab      

Location /  Poltava region (village Sosnivka), Ukraine      

Area / 600 m2      

Photography / Andrey Avdeenko
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Food & Forest Restaurant Plan

The restaurant is a part of the hotel recreation complex relax park VERHOLY. The location of the 
complex and functional purpose of the restaurant itself became crucial in the choice of concept of a 
future outlet. The complex is placed at the very heart of a picturesque pine forest in Poltava province. 
And the restaurant serves as a public catering facility both for guests living in the complex and for 
visitors who have made up their mind just to have a good time al fresco, breaking away from hustle and 
bustle of the city. 

The restaurant is located on the ground floor of a freestanding building (a conference hall is located on 
the first floor). Functional zoning of engineering spaces of the restaurant is accomplished with account 
for all high technology peculiarities of the production processes. 

Zoning of guest areas of the restaurant has been elaborated in such a way so as 
to satisfy needs of all groups of visitors. The restaurant room is designed to seat 
over 100 people. 

Main hall is zoned with a big gas fire 4 meters in length, it includes four basic 
areas:  the frst area, an area of low-slung lunge seating, is located along the 
shop windows with a view of the forest, it is intended for companies comprised 
of 4 to 6 people each; 

The second area, located on both sides of the fire, is intended for the guests 
who seek romance and warm snug atmosphere; 

The third area, an area with big comfortable armchairs, is located near the 

pastry shop, it is intended for sweet tooth guests and simply for ones who 
are fond of watching the work process of confectioneries manufacturing. The 
pastry shop and the showcase with ready confectioneries are situated behind a  
glass partition;

The fourth area of high seating is located in two places at once — bar area and 
area of communal storage shelf with exhibition of the restaurant’s products. 

A private hall for 12 persons is also provided, with opportunity of personal 
kitchen service. The major focus in this hall is a big table with one-piece  
table-board made of oak. The walls are veneered with an African stone brought 
from Artesia factory. 
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